St Charles Catholic Primary School Medium Term Plan – Autumn Term 1
Class 1 (Year 1) Teacher: Mrs N Ramsell
Subject

Coverage

Maths

Topics Including: Money – problem solving with money (in role play
areas)
Place value, Fractions, Addition and Subtraction
Measures, Place Value, Addition, Subtraction, Shape
Reading and writing based on our current topic, the children will be
investigating traditional stories such as Goldilocks and the Three Bears,
The Three Little Pigs and others. They will learn how traditional stories
differ from modern settings and about the moral messages they carry.

English/Phonics/
Speech and
language

Poetry – The children will revisit well-known nursery rhymes to learn
about pattern, rhyme and description.

Topic

Science

RE

PE

Mrs N Ramsell (September 2018)

Role play areas to develop speech and language including: the Three
Bears’ cottage, home role play.
‘Once upon a time ….’
The children will develop their speech, language and writing skills
through story telling, taking inspiration from beloved traditional tales
including: Goldilocks and the Three Bears and The Three Little Pigs.
They will access lots of role play, acting out these well-known stories,
using props and small world figures. The children will also be developing
their computer skills throughout this topic using Purple Mash.
‘Looking at Animals’ - During this module children learn about a variety
of familiar and less familiar animals, including fish, amphibians, reptiles,
birds and mammals. They will identify and name, look closely at and
compare and contrast many different animals. They name their body
parts, describe their physical features and mimic how they move. They
are reminded that animals need to eat in order to be healthy and that
they eat lots of different types of foods. Children are also introduced
to the terms ‘carnivore’, ‘herbivore’ and ‘omnivore’.
‘Family - Myself’ is our first topic in which we will explore what the
word ‘family’ means to us. Who do we associate with ‘family’? What joys
and sorrows do we remember of family life?

The children will have weekly PE lessons in which they will learn dance,
gymnastics and pilates. Some of the lessons will be linked to the science
and traditional tales topics.

